
DATA SOLUTIONS

Event-Driven Feeds: React to  
market-moving events with speed, 
precision and confidence.

COMPREHENSIVE CONTENT
Bloomberg Event-Driven Feeds balance speed and precision to enable more effective coordination and execution of your trading strategies. Each feed is 
highly structured and specifically designed to deliver real-time, machine-readable data—including breaking headlines, exclusive global coverage, structured 
financial data, news analytics and global economic indicators—for black box applications. 

EVENT-DRIVEN  
FEEDS

INDUSTRY EVENTS FEED ALGORITHMIC STRATEGIES
When Bloomberg releases a market-moving headline, it takes four seconds on average for traders to react. That’s why it’s so 
critical for firms that employ algorithmic trading applications to acquire data quickly and execute strategic decisions well before 
this four-second window closes. The challenge is to incorporate breaking news events into investment processes in a consistent 
and orchestrated manner. For other firms, understanding and processing huge volumes of market-moving data in a systematic way 
is the key to generating alpha. Whichever approach is employed, data quality is critical to nourishing predetermined strategies.

News Analytics

STORY LEVEL
 •  Sentiment analysis uses perspective of long 

investor to evaluate sentiment of content
 •  Novelty scores indicate each story’s degree 

of uniqueness
 •  Social velocity and social sentiment provide 

insight into otherwise noisy data sources
 •  Market-moving indicators forecast potential 

equity price movements

COMPANY LEVEL
 •  Company sentiment analysis indicates 

aggregate positive, neutral or negative 
perception of news

 •  Publication and readership heats show supply 
and demand of news and can forecast volatility

Textual News

RAW STORIES
 •  Bloomberg news – 151 global bureaus 

generating 10,000 stories and headlines 
each day

 •  Third-party feeds include press releases 
and regulatory filings

 •  Website scrapes of corporate, central bank 
and government sites 

 •  Social Media Content curated from a vast 
array of global sources

METADATA
 •  Precise, granular classification of 60,000 

companies, 10,000 topics and people
 •  Provided topic taxonomy enables high or 

low-level filtering
 •  More than 4 years of point-in-time historical 

archives for back-testing 

Textual News aggregates breaking news from 
151 Bloomberg bureaus worldwide plus other 
valuable third-party sources, including web and 
social media content. This information is paired 
with valuable metadata covering companies, 
topics and people. 

News Analytics delivers an informative second 
layer of processing for our industry-leading 
textual news feed.

Corporate Actions 
(CACS)

Corporate Actions Calendar (CACS) covers 
50 unique corporate-action types on millions 
of instruments, providing unsurpassed insight 
into spin-offs, bankruptcies, and class-action 
events, as well as breaking news on dividends, 
splits, IPOs and acquisitions.

Global Macro Economic 
Indicators (ECO)

Global Macroeconomic Indicators (ECO) 
provides timely, accurate, and comprehensive 
global coverage for economic, central bank,  
and industry datasets. 

 •  Timely and accurate calendar data from the 
Bloomberg Professional® service 

 •  Event dates are predicted up to one year  
in advance

Corporate Events 
Calendar (EVTS)

Corporate Events Calendar (EVTS) delivers 
300,000 event notifications from more than 
48,000 companies in 100-plus countries, 
including earnings release dates, sales results, 
and shareholder and board meeting information.
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TAKE THE NEXT STEP 
Learn more about how we can help your firm react more strategically to market-moving 
events. Visit bloomberg.com/enterprise or reach us at eprise@bloomberg.net.
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BLOOMBERG FOR ENTERPRISE
To succeed today, financial institutions must respond to challenges that are not 
addressed by traditional approaches. They require world-class solutions that 
integrate people, processes, information and technology for the front office, middle 
office and operations. Bloomberg partners with these institutions to protect and 
capitalize on data, manage risk, deliver transparency and control costs. Through 
enterprise-level expertise and three decades of deep industry experience, 
Bloomberg creates real value through the use of innovative technology that turns 
data into a strategic asset. 
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